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The Bison indoor track
team starts their season
out strong.
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.Oil Company Plans To Come To Searcy
Bob Harvey, land specialist
such close proximity; they also
claim
the
neighborhood
has
not
for
Texas Gas, told The Daily
assistant news editor
been involved in or properly Citizen he hopes the meeting
Union Drilling Inc. of Fort notified of the rezoning hear- cleared up some ofthe confusion.
Worth, Texas, announced its ings. Possible compromises to Harvey said not all the survey
plan to place a multi-million be reached were discussed Feb. flags are related to Texas Gas_
dollar gas company on the 6 at the commission meeting Iflandowners did not receive a
phone call or a letter, then the
eastern edge of Searcy in late at city hall.
The Texas Gas Transmission markings are not affiliated with
November.
The dosed hardwood flooring hosted an open house Jan. 30 their company. Harvey said many
plant on Lake Doniphan will at Harding University with people were also apprehensive
serve as the local headquarters. representatives from a variety about the permanent easement
According co The Daily Citiz.en, of departments on hand to that covers 50 feet in width.
"If the easement is through
many local property owners were answer questions. More than
concerned about the residential 230 White County residents agriculrural land, we will restore
the top soil and pay for any crop
and industrial zones residing in attended the meeting.

ASHTON REELY

damage;' Harvey told The Daily
Citizen_ ''The landowner retains
ownership, but no permanent
structure can be built on the
easement."
Environmental representative John Hein was also at the
open house to answer questions
regarding the pipelines that are to
be installed. Boardwalk Pipeline
Partners announced plans in
December to build approximately
167 miles ofpipeline, known as
The Fayetteville Lateral, across
the county. Originating in Conway County, the pipeline will

"If the easement is through

agricultural land, we will
restore the top soil and pay
for any crop damage. The
landowner retains ownership,
but no permanent structure
can be built on the easement."

BOB HARVEY
land specialist for Texas Gos
travel through White County,
near Bald Knob, and cross the
Mississippi River, near Helena.
It will eventually connect to
see OIL page 3A

Searcy Hall Suffers Wa~er Damage

photos by JONATHAN LINDSAY/The Bison

(Above) Ron Mccance from Arkansas Water Damage Restoration, Inc. perfonns clean-up work outside searcy Hall on Tuesday. (Below) A mirror reflects the damage in one of the
affected rooms.The water damage was caused by a broken sprinkler.

Affected $tudents Relocated, Compensated For Losses
ANDREA THORNTON
news editor
Searcy Hall experienced minor flooding Saturday evening
when a sprinkler was activated
in a third-floor suite.
A student said she placed
a hanger from the sprinkler
to dry an article of clothing.
When she opened the door, it
hit the hanger, which broke the
glass thermometer within the
sprinkler, setting it off along
with die fire alarm.
"[The sprinklers] are not
made to hang something
from," Craig Russell, Director
of Public Safety said.
Six units received water, but
only two were extensively damaged. Vice-president of finance
Mel Sansom said 21 students

were moved to Stephens Hall
during restoration.
"We were afraid it would take
a month or more [to restore
the rooms]," Sansom said, but
students are expected to return
to their rooms today.
Arkansas Water Damage
Restoration Inc. came in each
day this week to clean the carpet
· and walls of the rooms and
to make sure "they were well
taken care of," Sansom said.
"And it's worked well."
Kendyl Washburn, resident
of Searcy Hall, said she lives
beneath the room in which
the sprinkler went off.
"I was [in the room when]
the fire alarm went off, and
water started coming down
the walls," Washburn said. "It

was funny."
Washburn said her personal
belongings were salvaged. However, the incident did affect her
evening plans.
Sansom said each student is
responsible for his or her personal
belongings while living in the
residence halls. However, the
university will compensate in
some circumstances, Sansom
said, although "it is not an
obligation."
The university paid the
cost of cleaning the bed linens, provided meals for the
evacuees and compensated for
other small inconveniences,
Sansom said.
"In most situations, we try
to assist in every way possible,"
Sansom said.
1...,

New

Harding
Web Site

Launched
MELISSA MCDONALD
assistant copy editor

Harding University launched
its new Web site Feb. 5, which
features new design and organization.
The site, which is still in
progress, was designed by a
committee that began planning
for the redesign last summer.
The committee is comprised of
Daniel Adams, associate professor
of art; Kelly Elander, assistant
professor of communication;
April Fatula, director of news
services for public relations;
Ken Hammes, professor of
English; Renee Lewis, admissions marketing coordinator;
and Stacy Schoen, assistant
professor of art.
The department ofinformation technology was responsible
for the site's construction, and
Mike Baur, programmer and
analyse; Mike Chalenburg, assistant vice president and manager
of management information
systems; and Keith Cronk,
vice president of information
technology, were instrumental. Also in the department is
Shawn Spearman, Web design
specialist, who served as the
primary Web designer.
Spearman said a new site was
needed, and many considerations
were taken in the process.
"It had been about three and
a half years since we had done
a redesign, so it was definitely
time," Spearman said. "The idea
ofspecific information for different groups has really caught
on in the past few years, and
with a university Web site that
needs to cater to the needs of
not just the incoming students
but also parents and alumni, it
was obvious that we needed to
rethink our site to target those
different perspectives and what
they might be looking for."
Many people were consulted
to determine what was needed
in a redesign, and input was
collected from various sources,
Spearman said.
"We created a Web site redesign committee to help get
a university-wide perspective
on what our site should consist
of," Spearman said. "The committee itself represented just
about every aspect of those on
campus, such as academics and
admissions, which has a trained
eye for what incoming students
are looking for."
see WEB SITE page 3A

Bush Announces Goal To Reduce Gas Consumption
"To think ethanol is going
to solve our problem is
a pipedream. We cannot
produce enough corn and
other [produce] to support us
living on ethanol."

agricultural wastes."
Dr. Budd Hebert, professor of
business, said he thinks President
Bush is taking a correct step in
President George W. Bush
looking for alternatives to oil,
announced his goal to reduce
but it will not completely solve
gasoline consumption in the
the
problem.
United States by 20 percent in
BUDD HEBERT
"To
think ethanol is going
the next 10 years in his Scare of
prolessor of business
to
solve
our problem is a pipethe Union address Jan. 23.
dream;' Hebert said. ''We can.t\Ot
President Bush said the United
States' dependence on foreign and wind energy and clean, safe produce enough corn and other
oil leaves the country more nuclear power," Bush said. "We [produce] to support us living
vulnerable to hostile regimes need to press on with battery on ethanol."
Though nations like Brazil
and terrorists and pressed on research for plug-in and hybrid
the need to develop safer, cleaner vehicles, and expand the use of have succeeded to reduce their
sources of energy.
clean diesel vehicles and biodiesd oil consumption by producing
"We must continue chang- fuel. We must continue investing ethanol out ofsugar cane, switching the way America generates in new methods of producing ing to ethanol would require an
electric power, by even greater ethanol - using everything investment ofmillions ofdollars,
use ofclean coal technology, solar from wood chips to grasses, to Hebert said.
SUSANA VELIZ
news editor

Brazil, the world's leading
exporter of ethanol, created
its National Ethanol Program
(PROALCOOL) in response
to the 1970s oil crisis, the Renewable Fuels Association Web
site said.
'Tue sources ofethanol require
more than just corn, but that is
going to require putting in place
an entire distribution system,"
Hebert said. "We're talking
about millions of dollars to do
that. It's not going to satisfy or
supplement or replace oil. Oil,
for the rest of my life and probably for the rest ofyour life will
be the major source of energy,
not only in the United States,
but in the world."

During his address, President Bush also asked Congress
to increase the capacity of the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve to
1.5 billion barrels by 2027.
According to the Department
ofEnergy's Fossil Energy Office's
Web site, the Strategic Petroleum
Reserve is the world's largest supply of emergency crude oib and
has a current storage capacity of
727 million barrels.
Conserving fud is an achievable .
goal, however, consumers have to
want to do it, Hebert said.
"Ifyou go back to the Carter
era, when we started emphasizing
conservation, we have implemented a lot of conservation
of energy consumption in our

society," Hebert said. "I think
it's achievable, but we have to
want to do it as consumers in
this society, and I'm not sure·
we're interested in doing it.
"[If] the price ofgasoline goes
up again, we'll get more sensitized
to it, but we've already proved
that at $70 a barrel, we're buying
gas. We're still driving the big
vehicles and long distances. We
have to get out the lifestyle that
consumes such large amounts
of energy."
The price of crude oil was at
$59.01 per barrel Feb. 2 according to the Energy Information
Administration's Web site.
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The Black History,
The People's History
WEEKLY WINDOW

Ot, KF.N CAMERON

Let me be clear: In 500
words I am going to trumpet the celebration of black
history, but nowhere will
I urge you to buy a formal
textbook. I have a couple
of those, and they are usewhere I never k~ew. Who
ful, but for me they have
were these apparitions?
engendered no real passion. What were their thoughts
History is written by the and troubles? Maya Angevictors, we are told, and
lou has provided exquisite
for this reason we cannot
insight into their lives
rely solely on the names
in her autobiography, "I
and events historians deem
Know Why the Caged Bird
to be important. This apSings." The opportunity
proach often eviscerates the to appreciate black history
heart of black history, but I (and not just that related
have found this heart in the
to opp'ression) is
words and music
everywhere, once
History is written
of the people.
you know what
by
the victors, we
For instance,
to notice. When
are told, and for
you may know
you eat "Souththis reason we
about the prejuern cooking" or
cannot rely solely
dice of the late
jambalaya, you are
on the names and
1800s that led
tasting centuries
events historians
many to assume
of "soul food" and
deem to be
blacks were blissAfrican-influenced
important.
fully content with
cuisine. Listen to
their oppressed
the inner weavings
state, but you
of rock music and
won't feel che
you will hear the
power of that destructive
voices and rhythms of Ma
spirit until you read the
Rainey and Bessie Smith, '
words of Paul Lawrence
the "Mother" and "EmDunbar: "We wear the
press" of the blues. Listen
mask that grins and lies,
to the performances of the
it hides our cheeks and
Harding chorus groups and
shades our eyes - this debt you will hear, as core comwe pay to human guile;
ponents of their repertoires,
with torn and bleeding
the spirituals.
hearts we smile, and mouth
Black History Month
with myriad subtleties."
is controversial on many
When Americans in
fronts. Some people may
their apathy assumed the
be tired of being reminded
history of blacks began
of our horrific past. Some
with chains and cages and
believe that it perpetuates
their first nights in slave
segregation or reverse disquarters, Langston Hughes
crimination. Some think a,
JJ!).j; 2JJ(JU Jb 1· V ' 0• -•lh 1/ llN
Wtttte,'"'l've khoWh'-mte'fs . ::>LL
montn 1s not ong enougn;
ancient as the world and·'
o~~~ir~~d <I;1bid int" ,.,
older than the flow of hutogether out of a needling
man blood in human veins. uneasiness about whether
My soul has grown deep
anything should be done by
like the rivers."
way of reparation.
Concepts like "injustice"
Sounds overwhelming,
arid "despair" can be mere
but for me the answer simwords until you experience
ply begins here: Let the peoSterling Brown's poem,
ple speak. Give ear to their
"Southern Road," writstruggles and despair; to
ten in the dialect of poor
their humor an'd hope. Give
Southern blacks of the
credence co che\ r ,poet~y and
1920s: "Chain gang nevah
stories and songs 1 and in' so
let me go; Po' los' boy,
doing embrace the secret. ·
bebby, evahmo' ."
places of their hearts, arid in
When I was a child visit- so doing discover that their
ing my grandmother in a
history has become yo,ur '
small, southern Arkansas
own.
town, black children would
appear at our door selling
DR. KEN CAMERON is' a professor of
psychology. He can be contaded at
buckets of blackberries and
kcameron@harding.edu
then quickly vanish - to

Faculty
Voice
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IN & OUT: NEWS TO KNOW
'•

· Cause of.Pitcher's Plane Crash Revealed

Apple And Apple Corps Settle Lawsuit
•

l

,,

r

I
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Apple Inc. and Apple Corps
C::ory F: · Lidfo, the Yankee pitcher who was killed
•agreed to ·finally settle their onwhe·n· his plane crashed into a Manhattan apartment
going trademark lawsuit that
building Oct. 11, was found to have very little flying
experience and only 12.5 hours in the type of plane
has been going on since the late
1970s.
he ww flying, according to the
Apple Inc. was sued by the
National Transportation Safety
London-based music company,
Board. "Though. contlusions will
Apple Corps, over the Apple
not be reached for months, the
name that appears on its on- ·
board released hundreds of pages
of irrfotmation about the crash ..
line iTunes music store. Apple
Radar data shows that a corriCorps, the Beatles' record ·c ompany, claimed it was a violation · JOBS
'dor ending.near the 59ch Bridge
of a 1991 agreement made be- · ·
·required Lidie and his instructween the two companies, which ·
tor, Tyler Seanger, co radio an air
cost Apple $26.5 million and restricted how they rnuld traffic controller for ' permission LIDL{
use the trademark.
to continue or to make a U -turn.
The companies. agreed to let Apple Inc. continue to use The two men decided to attempt
its name, and lo.go on iTunes but said certain trademarks a U-turn to the left, but a gust of wind coming from
would be licensed back co Apple .Corps for their contin- .the eas,t made their turn wider, c~using them to hit the
ued use. Both companies ended the lawsuit and picked up· · building.
their own legal costs.
.
1he .reports did. not find any pre-existing problems
The spokeswoman of EMI, which holds the rights to ·with the plane and said that-it had not been overloaded
the Beatles' ·recordings, declined to comment on whether or unbalanced.
.
or ndt the settlement would affect Beatles' music being
The five-member board is con~i~4ing to look into the
available on iTunes.
incident and hopes to have the final report approved in
a matter of months.

Ancient Village Found Near Stonehenge

Emory University Appoints Dalai Lama

Archaeologists have found a village of small houses apTibds ,exiled spiritual leader, the Dalai Lama, was
proximately two miles away from Stonehenge that could named as a presidential distinguished p.n?fessor at Emohave possibly housed its builders or people attending festivals.
ry University in Atlanta Feb. 5.
The university said it is the first
there. The ancient houses, also called Durrington Walls, are
dated back .to 2600 B.C., about the same time Stonehenge
appointment he has ever accept-:
was built. "1
,
,
~d, The T ibetan leader and win.The new finds, which were reported at a National Geoner of the 1989 Nobel Peace Prize
graphic sponsored teleconference,
said he is. loo~ing forward co serv· .·
have vastly increased our howl. _ii;ig ~h<:_: students and co~munity.
edge of the early Britons. Though'';
· He is expected co deliver his iri·~
Stonehenge is typically viewe~ as
. augural lecture during an O cto:
a cemetery and an astronomical ·
,. ber visit to the university and will
observatory, Durrington Walls "bas DALAi l,\MA · ' ... . · be part of a science and spirituali_ty"conference held at that time.
been called "a place of the living" ·
by archaeologists. Stonehenge is
"' '
.
· · · The Dalai Lama is responsible
alig~ed with sunrise at the.summer for teaching private , lessons during Emory's studys~lstJce and sunset at the wm~er sol- . abroad program in India. He will also make periodic
STONEHENGE
st1ce, ?ut the henge at J?urnngton . visits to Emory's campus.
Walls .'s the exact opposite.
A fellowship has also been created in his name co fund
.
.
.
. Ev1deno: from th~ houses sho:-vs annual scholarships for Tibetan students who want co
signs of a massive m1d-wmter .celebration marking the solstice . attend Emory's undergraduate and graduate schools.
to complement the celebration at Stonehenge.
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New Professor
Diversifies Faculty
to bring a new outlook to his
students.
"One thing I would like
Harding students represent for my students to take from
just about every state and more me is additional perspective in
than 50 different countries, that my work experiences thus
bringing cultural diversity to far have been in other places,"
the student body.
Akpanudo said. ''And I hope
Differences don't stop with that I can bring some insights
the student body, but professors that are not similar to the ones
have come from far and wide they have had in the past."
Akpanudo said .he is also
to teach at Harding and give
students a taste ofwhat the rest excited to share the cultural
flavor of Christianity that he
of the world has to offer.
One such professor is Dr. has experienced in the past.
"My past teaching in Nigeria
Usen Akpanudo. Dr. Akpanudo
has been an adjunct professor and Michigan has allowed me
at Harding for the last two to have a broader scope on
summers, but after finishing some of the isswes that students
his doctorate, he and his family are dealing with," Akpandudo
moved to Searcy where he is said. "Hopefully that will come
now teaching in the College out in my teaching and that
of Education.
students will be able to benefit
"The reason we hired him from that."
was he had taught summer
"No matter what class you
school for us for two years and are taking or teaching, having the
had done an outstanding job," ability to see other perspectives
Dr. Tony Finley, Dean of the - even if you don't use them
College of Education, said. "He or agree with them, but being
was also the person we need in exposed to them - is very
our graduate program to teach - important, and I try to bring
advanced [classes] to our specialist that to all of my classes."
and doctoral candidates."
So far, Akpanudo said his
Akpanudo is originally favorite thing about being
from Nigeria, but Harding is at Harding is the Christian
not new to him. Akpanudo atmosphere.
received his master's from
"The part I like most is the
Harding, and then relocated fact that I can actually say a
prayer in class. That to me is
to Eastern Michigan University
where he got his doctorate in very special, as a Christian and
educational leadership with an as an educator, that I can call
emphasis in research methods the Lord in and start the class
and organizational theory.
in that manner," Akpanudo
The response from fellow said.
faculty members has been
The Harding community
positive.
has also made the move easier
"I am really thankful to have for Akpanudo, his wife, Inem,
him," Dr. Linda Thornton, and their two children, Sikan
associate professor of education, and Jama, he said.
said. "I think he's a huge asset
" People are a lot · more
to the College ofEducation. He friendly and willing to assist
has international experience and you. Being from Nigeria, and
a lot of natural talent as well as then after living in the north,
training."
there an: cultural .Wucs and a lot
With his cultural background of adjustment issues in settling
and having lived and taught here, and people have been very
in many different places, nice and warm to me and my
Akpanudo said he is hoping family," Akpanudo said.
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Sunshine School

KATIE DEAR
student reporter

OIL: Boosts County Economy
which includes education,
manufacturing and health care,"
Davis said. "It's always nice to
add an additional industry for
the area to grow. I think overall
it is a positive event."
Davis saidhe has seen increased
activity within the bank and
thinks that all the new companies
moving in will be food for the
economy.
The Fayetteville Lateral is
expected to cost approximately
$360 million to build. Pipeline
construction should begin in July
2008, and the lateral should be
in service by August 2008, to be
fully completed by early 2009.

CONTINUED from page 1
Boardwalk Texas' Gas pipeline
in Coahoma County, Miss.,
providing a way to get the gas
to Various markets. Landowners
still await the final route to see
whether a well will be drilled on
their land, but approximately 150
letters have been sent to White
County residents offering to pay
$250 per acre for one-fourth of
the mineral rights.
Simmons Bank CEO Brooks
Davis said he sees the addition
of the gas exploration industry
as an economic boost.
"We've got in White County
a really diversified economy,

It's time!

CHELSEA ROBERSONfThe Bison

American Marketing Association representatives Lori Sloan, Mary Beth Mortland, Jonathan Byron, Aubrey Meadows, Brittany
Henderson and Jamie Raudales deliver a check to Sunshine School director Mary-Lou Dunn and students Feb. 6. The donation came
from Pizza Wars and Barbecue Wars profits.

James Named NATPE Fellow
ERIN SMITH
student reporter
Dr. Mike James, chair of the
communication departtnent, was
selected to be a 2007 Faculty
Fellow by the National Association
ofTelevision Programming
Executives.
James applied fur the NPJPE's

Fellowship program lastSeptember,
and was selected in October
2006.
NATPE, an organization in
which the buyers, producers and
sellers of television and radio
meet, sponsors the program with
the goal to allow the academic
community to learn about the
moot recent and oommon practires
in television. The Fellowship
program is competitive and
takes only 30 selected college
or university media faculty
each year.
Alongwith being named Fellow,
having his name displayed on

''At dinner one night, I sat
near Howie Mandel, that guy
from 'Deal or No Deal,"' James
said. "He just sat right across
from me. It was cool."
James also listened to Ed
Wilson, the president
of FOX, give a
presentation and fuund
they have something
in common.
"I wanted to ask
him a question about
his presentation, and
he asked me where I
was from," James said
JAMES
"When I said Harding,
he told me he was
from Arkansas and he
almost went to Harding."
James plans to keep in touch
with Wilson and said he hopes
Wilson can one day come to
Harding as an AmeriC2Il Studies
Institute speaker.
James said the conference was
educational, and he will apply

the things he learned in each of
his classes.
Senior Kyndall Garner, said
she thinks James already does a
great job in the classroom.
"Dr. James has a very effective
way of teaching the material
and helping you remember it,"
Garner said. "I am sure whatever
he learned at the conference will
help him, but he doesn't need
much improvement. He really
cares about his students and his
work, and that cannot be taught
at a conference."
James said one of the main
things he wants to get out of
this process is the possibility of
internships for his students.
"I want my students to be
involved in the thing; I learned and
to know that these opportunities
are out there," James said. "If
anything, I hope this will help
me provide more openings for
people that want to work in the
television business."

WEB SITE: Faculty And Students Welcome Internet Site Overhaul
CONTINUED from page 1
'"The people involved were a
huge help in figuring out what
was needed," Spearman said.
'"The Public Relations office got
~from [Honors Syrnpooium]
students early in the process to
learn what high schoolers expected
to see in a university Web site.
Then, six designs were shown
to the H arding Cabinet, the
deans and student publications
for feedback"
Spearman said the goal of
the redesign was to show the
site's visitors what Harding was
about.
'We reallywanted to approach
the site as our face to the world," /
Spearman said 'Thar meant taking
a look at the university from the
outside in. In the past, we simply
organized the Web site the way
the university was organiz.ed. That
may work for current students,
but it proves to be difficult to
navigate as a potential student

to enroll for Spring 2007 noncredit

continuing education classes!

Class titles include:

NATPE's Web site and receiving
a free one-year educational
membership, James was also
invited to attend the ~007
conference hdd at Mandalay Bay
Convention Center in Las Vegas.
The alJ-expensespaid trip included
educational sessions
and presentations
about television
programming ,
distribution ,
adverti ing
and audience
measurement.
"I am planning
on teaching a
class in radio and
television programming, so this
opportunity really provided
valuable resources for my future
students," James said.
The conference, however,
was not just educational. James
found himself in the presence of
a few celebrities.

'

or parent. Another big consideration was to try and improve
the visitor's understanding of
the university."
Spearman said the Web site
will continue to improve.
"We're not d one. The information for each group will
evolve based on the feedback
we get," Spearman said. "In
18-24 months we will likely be
reworking it again. A Web site
is never done."
Fatula, publi c relations
liaison, said the site is a joint
effort between the department
of information technology and
public relations. Fatula is responsible for approving content and
generating content through the
news and events section.
Fatula said the goal ofthe site
is to reach more visitors, including
students, parents and alumni.
"The goal of the redesign is
to make the Web site more userfriendly, particularly to audiences

Students, like sophomore
who are not on campus and are
not funiliarwith the organization Jamie Spears, find the site more
and structure of offices, depart- pleasing and easier to use.
"Its nice and different," Spears
ments, e~c.," Fatula said.
Adams, who was part of the said "It's better than the old one,
redesign committee, said his role which had been there forever,
was to provide input regarding looking exactly the same. It's
the look as well as the usability organized a lot better, and easier
to get information, especially for
of the site.
"We tried to look at the site prospective students."
through the eyes of various
Adams said a new design was
constituents who would pos- sought to make the site easier to
sibly be interested in the site: use and also more effective.
"[We wanted] something
alumni, prospective students,
present students, faculty members with a more updated look and
and friends of the university," feel, something that more reAdams said. "We had to make flects the way people use Web
decisions on which target audi- sites and access information via
ences would have the most 'clout' the Web," Adams said. "The
in how the site was designed ultimate goal of the redesign, I
and also compared the design think, is to make the accessing
proposals to other colleges and of information about Harding
universities."
and the activities here easier
Since the site's launch, many and more efficiently obtained.
people have commented on site A great deal of the ease of usage
and have expressed their appre- comes fi-om a pleasant and wellciation of the new look
designed interface."

Your dad will love getting a bill
from us because he will know
that we took good care of you.

-Basic Cake Decorating
-Ebay for Beginners
-Beginning Smocking
-The Frugal Bride
-Hand dyeing Fabric Basics
-Beginners Quilting
-Introduction to Computers
-Beginning Drawing
-The Book of Ruth
-Financial Workshop for Individual Investors
-Myers-Briggs Indicator: Personality Types
-Flower Arranging & Decorating Using Silks

Detailed information can be found at
http://www.harding.edu/FUN/classes.html

(And you didn't have to worry about the money!)
CALL
EXT. 4341
Or Come By:
600 S. Remington
600 South Remington • Searcy, Arkansas • (SOI) 279-43'41
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U.S. Employs New Passport Laws

Regina ·s pirit Award

MICHELLE GREER
student reporter
The
first
regulation
change by the United States
Department of State was
implemented Jan. 23.
These new regulations are
part of the Western Hemisphere Travel Initiative.
This proposed plan has two
different
implementation
times.
The first half of the plan
now requires U.S. citizens to
have a passport for air travel
to Canada, Mexico, Central
and South America, the Caribbean and Bermuda. One
can also present the following documents instead
of a passport: a U.S. Coast
Guard Merchant Mariner
Document, an Air NEXUS
card or an Alien Registration Card, Form I-551.
According to the U.S.
Department of State Web
site, the second part of this
plan will not take place until
JONATHAN LINDSAYfThe Bison

Senior Heather Huckeba (left) presents senior Danielle Huguenard with
the Regina SpiritAward.The Regina Spirit Award is given each year to seniors
that embody the spirit of Christian service

Jan. 1, 2008., at the earliest.
This requires people traveling by land qr sea (including
ferries) to have passports or
other documentation that
will later be determined by
the Department of Homeland Security.
These rules do not apply
to anyone traveling to or
returning from any of the
U.S. territories.
Freshman Natasha Pinczuk, who grew up in Canada, said she likes the changes
that are being made to the
current rules.
"I can see the good and
the bad with this," Pinczuk
said. "I know this will add
to protection between Canada and the United States,
but at the same time, Canada and the United States
have always been such good
friends. I suppose this tightening of the rules has to do
with protection against ter. "
ronsm.
These rules derived from

the Intelligence Reform and
Terrorism Prevention Act of
2004, which requires the development and implementation of a plan that makes all
people entering the United
States show a passport or a
combination of other documents proving identity and
citizenship.
In
2006,
Congress
amended portions of this
act; and this resulted in the
Western Hemisphere Travel
Initiative.
According ro the U .S.
Department of State, the
goal for this new plan was
to strengthen the borders.
It will also help the Department of Hon;ieland Security
accurately and quickly identify a traveler.
Students can easily obtain a passport. One can
print an application off the
Internet, pick one up at the
courthouse or U.S. Federal
Post Office, or get one from
Mary Lou Daughety in the

Honors House on campus.
When turning in an application, one must have
two color photos and an
original birth certificate.
Passport pictures are taken every Thursday from 4
to 5 p.m. in Mclnteer 136.
The cost is two pictures for
$5. Make checks payable to ·
Shawn Daggett. Pictures can
also be taken at Walgreens.
Students may then take
the completed passport application and pictures to the
courthouse, and they will
be mailed off. The cost of a
passport is $97.
Daughety said that one
needs to plan ahead when
applying for a passport.
"Ir takes between six to
eight weeks for the passports
to come back, and there is
a suspected increase . of the
number of people applying
for passports," Daughety
said. "Make sure to send the
application off in plenty of
. "
time.

Kell Moves To Pharmacy School
JEREMY WATSON
student reporter

English Dept. Holds
Writing Contest

new College of Pharmacy. and sales.
you for the next. The reShe is a hard worker and will
"We had a good process sponsibility C?f any admisbe missed."
in place, but we continued to sions office is great because
Kell began working at modify it as new technology the success of your school
is so heavily inHarding in 1988 as a ,secre- offered ways
tary in the physical science to
simplify
fluenced by the
department under Dr. Don and streamline
quality of. stu"As I look at the
,,
dents you attract.
England. In 1989 she became rhe process,
leadership team within
the administrative assistant Kell said. "The the College of Pharmacy, We are in the very
of Dr. Carl Mitchell, Dean business term
dynamic
de.velI truly believe that God
of qie Coll~re of Bible and for our maropmen~al
phase
has brought this gifted
Religion, wHere she worked keting strategy group of people together of o ur program,
until moving to the Admis- is called 'relawhich gives me
for a purpose that has
sions office in 1993.
the opportunity
eternal implications."
"I am so grateful for the
to bring my skill
work experience in the Colset to the program
CAROL KELL
lege of Bible and Religion," as
and acquire new
pharmacy
admissions
Kell said. "I learned so much
skills as I learn
about compassion for peothe language and
business of harpl~ •• ~isdo~ ..fnL~i~c.~!n
......o
fut ~11JM11i11•
...,,,~._.., 1'""ft'~ lo<i
at the ·ie
wr.i,~"to , he • ch~reh.:f!.~I.II"'°'
;;ii
'
't· ,..i
r.
"tchell. He probaoly
Sll'ip team ·wimin the Col'Iege
thought I was just typing
of Pharmacy, I truly believe
and answer.ing the phone,
God has brought this gifted
but I also observed his intergroup of people together for
action with and support of
a purpose that has eternal
a highly gifted and diverse
impli~ations.
The Adminfaculty."
istration is committed to the
Kell said her work in Ad- college' process.
success of this program, so
missions was key to prepar- . "I, was drawn ''to the Col- we are grateful for that suping her for her current job as , . lege of Pharm;i,cy for ~any port. It is exciting to be in
she learned about . mahage- ·reasons. Evtry·job is a learn- on the ground level of build' ment, operations, mar.keting ing .experience and prepares · ing this new program."

Carol Kell is leaving her
job as senior staff director
in Harding's Admissions office to become the director
of admissions for the College
of Pharmacy graduate program.
members of the community.
SUSANA VELIZ
Kell has worked in Hardcopy editor
"Judging writing can be
ing's Admissions office since
very subjective," Williams
1993. She served an imporThe English department is said. "We ask [judges] to look
tant role there as she coordiaccepting entries for the 4 lst for what they consider to be
nated many different aspects
annual Jo Cleveland Creative quality writing. I would say
of the Admissions office and
the thing that sets best writing
Writing Contest.
was responsible for several
The contest is open to any apart is maturity ofstyle, word
large tasks, such as sending
currently enrolled student of choice and sentence structure.
out mailings to up to 50,000
Harding University, and entries We look for students who
prospective students <l:t a
will be judged in threqepar<J.fe .,s.h.P'fi_,ggcid. imagination and time.
' ...,
L .. c...
categories: fiction, non-fiction -have the ~.bility to think inter"I think of Carol as the
1
esting, similes and metaphors
and poetry.
glue that kept our AdminisEach contestant may sub- for their poems 01 to create
trative team together," Glen
mit entries in all categories; believable fictional worlds in
Dillard, the assistant vice
however, no contheir short stories.
president for enrollment
I guess one way to
testant may submanagement said. "We hated
mit more than "I have trouble just writing put it is we look
three entries per poetry on my own. [The for people who to see Carol leave our office,
but know that the Admiscontest] forces me to pull might actually be
category.
sions experience she gained
Entries
for my drafts out of the closet good enough to
the past 13 years will help in
and bring them up to a
be published in
fiction and nona huge way as she steps into
higher level."
the real world."
fiction should
a new role and leads the' marnot exceed 20
Williams said
keting effort · for Harding's
typed pages and
competit ion
NATHAN SHANK
poems should
stimulates
stusenior
dents.
not exceed 60
lines.
"The contest is
Cash prizes for. first, second an invitation to students who
and third place will be offered may be thinking about writ- LESLIE GILES
"I think it ~ill. be ama'z... same, there'd be no -incentive about the quality of the picin each category. Winners will ing," Williams said. "It's a chal- student reporter
ing," Simmons _said. "Searcy to . SFay at Searcy Ci~ema," , ture. , .
receive a certificate, and win- lenge to see what you can do as
·
Cinema is old. I mean, · it's Doyle said. ·
"I would be interested in
ning entries and honorable a writer. It provides an init~a
Weber Theaters, the qpera- been there since hiy-.l:irother · ' Other students .echoed the . what •.kind of quality their
mentions will be published in tive to try."
tor of i;he lo~al Rialto theater, and my sister and my parents imp,o ft<µice of ticket prices,
screens are," Hammes said.
Senior Nathan Shank has is building a new multiplex were here."
the English Department's jour" "Specials would definitely "I'm not too impressed with
nal, "Shapes and Names," later participated in the contest theater behind Orr Toyota
Many Harding students persuade me," sophomore Ty- • the quality of what you get at
this spring, Dr. John Williams, tWice before, and last year he on Rand Drive. It will ha·1e
have said that while they ler Morse said. "Whoever had the Searcy Cinema."
professor of English, said.
won second place in poetry. stadium seating, as well as
think a new theater is a good them, that's where I would
Hammes said she has drivThis contest is named for Jo The contest gives him a goal to party and game rooms.
idea, ticket prices are a consid- go."
.
en to Little Rock to go to a
C leveland, who taught in the aim for, Shank said.
.
Victor Weber said al- eration.
Morse said he believes movie theater.
"I have trouble just writing though construction has been
English department from the
"It really depends on what Harding students would pre"We'll go ahead and make
poetry on my own," Shank delayed, they are planning to
1960s to the 1980s.
. the prices are going to be," fer the theater that offered it a day trip to Little Rock be"She had a long and distin- said. ·" [The contest] forces me push forward.
Simmons said. "If they have the lowest prices.
cause we want to see it on a
guished career," Williams said. to pull m y drafts out of the
"We're still on track to specials, the competition is
"I think the Searcy Cin.- good quality screen," she said.
"She was very tough, but very clos,et and bring them up
a build it," Weber said. "Of
going to be more fierce to try ema will become m ore speHammes said a new movfair and students liked her. The higher level."
course, we can't build it now to win customers."
cifically college students, and ie theater is a sign Searcy is
The awards ceremony will because everything's so wet.
faculty decided it would be apFreshman Corrie Doyle the older part of the public growing.
propriate to rename the con- be April 19 and will feature We were hoping to get started said unless Searcy Cinema 8 will go to the. newer one,"
"We have a Chili's now, so
test -already in existence after Naomi Shihab Nye, a Pal- by the first of [February]."
remodels or offers new spe- Morse said.
we must be doing something
her. She epitomized the pro- estinian-American poet and
Weber said they are still cials, they might struggle to
Junior Whitney Hammes right," she said. "But it's not
fessionalism the department children's literature writer from hammering our details but
compete with a new theater.
said while price was impor- .official that we're growing unwants. She inspired students to San Antonio, Texas.
are working hard to be able to
"If the prices were the tant, she was also concerned til we get a Starbucks."
be creative had high expectaRules are posted at www. open the theater sometime in
hardin g.edu/english. All en- the fall.
tions for them."
Williams said the contest tries must be submitted to
Freshman Beth Simmons
receives entries from 50-60 the English Department, said she is thrilled with the
One-Topping ~izzas
·s tudents each year and will be American Studies 300, Feb. prospect of a n ew movie
judged by Harding faculty and 23 by 5 p.m.
theater.
Medium $5 Large $6.15
i ..,
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Theater Season Continues With Sartre's 'No Exit'
audience will be honest with ters to play. It's. an important
themselves while watching story to tell but difficult. We
talk so much about heaven,
the play.
The Harding University
"[My character] lived a lie singing and praying, that it
theater department will pres- his whole life," Keese said. will be wonderful. But if you
ent two one-act plays, "No " [Garcin] was a terrible per- believe in heaven, believe inExit" and "Quimby Comes son, but [he'd] been fooling hell: it's there. These [characAcross," Feb. 15-17 at 7 p.m. [himself]. I hope it makes ters] are there, facing consein the Little Theatre.
· people think about their own quences."
Edmison said she hopes
"No Exit" by Jean Paul Sartre lives."
was first produced in Paris in
Sophomore Liz Larson the play will show the audi1944 and features three char- plays Inez, a lesbian postal ence the importance of thinking about the future.
acters who after being sent to clerk.
Larson said her character
hell come to realize what torture
"I want to tell the audireally is. Each character must is fun to play but difficult.
ence, 'You're still here,"' Ed·
come to terms with
"It's daunt- mison said. "We still have
. '.
who he or she really
ing because it's hope'. Take advantage 'o f the
is and his or her "It will be very personal at Harding," time here."
actions in life.
Larson
said.
Senior David Spoor, directo people watching.
"lt's . interest- tor of the play, said "No Exit"
Junior Caleb
Everyone can relate to
ing, but they is a challenge to direct, but he
Keese plays Joone of the characters."
call
it acting said the audience should be
seph Garcin, a
journalist whose
because it's not thoughtful of their own lives
CALEB KEESE
principles · cost
yourself."
as they watch the play.
junior
Larson said "Have an open mind,"
him his life.
CHELSEA ROBERSON/The Bison
she hopes the Spoor said. "Time is short,
Keese said the ~ - - - -- - -Sophomore Liz Larson and Junior Caleb Keese rehearse a scene from "No Exit," a play in which
character is one
audienc~
can and the way you Jiye your
three people·are condemned to spend eternity with each other.
that requires hard work to · give the play a chance.
life is crucial from day to
"It is deeper than people day.Watch intently; see people that don't know how stingy alumnus of Pottsville new to him.
play.
"The voice was a lot of fun
"Everyone sees [Garcin] give it credit for," Larson · something in your own life. to deal with the free-spirited College, Ezekiel Q. Quimby.
''.It's a breakout character to work with," Dolinger said.
differently than I see myself said. "It.5 message is different The choices you've made or lady and an old man who
[as the character] ," Keese from Dante's version of hell. are currently making could is very bitter towards life," for me," Rousseau said. "It "I've never played an old man
said. "It is a challenge to be- There is more to torture than determine your eternity in Chalenburg said: ",On_ce you ... takes a lot of energy to put before, so it's fun."
Sophomore
Malcolm
heaven or hell." -- - ·-··· · · · · put these people in the same . into."
come Garcin, not just act like physical torment."
Clark,
who
plays
Professor
Freshman Paige Edmison ··· · ·· "Quimby Comes Across," room, a lot of fun happens.
Sophomore Kaity Briscoe
him. He's fun to play, to be
arrogant. He is in a struggle plays Estelle, a woman who written by Don Perris and The non verbals and the plays Parker's wife Jan, a fun- Smithers, said he hopes the
to find honor. Although he feels there must be some mis- directed by junior Daniel . characters that the cast are loving woman who knows audience will enjoy the play.
"I want them to leave with
died a coward and a traitor, take chat she is sentenced to Chalenburg, is the story of able to create make the play there is more to life than
a sense of fun, to have fun
he showed himself and others hell and is in the same room an English professor and his funny."
books.
Chalenbucgsaidhewants the
"[My character is] fun and not worry about rules,"
with Keese and Larson's char- friends who seek the generoswho he really was."
of
a
rich,
elderly
alumnus
audience
to
enjoy
the
play.
and
bubbly, full of ·energy Clark said. "It's quite natural
acters.
ity
Keese said the play sends
"Life is too short not to and ridiculous," Briscoe to be able to be yourself."
Edmison said the message to save Pottsville College.
a message about life to the
·Briscoe said she hopes
Chalenburg said the laugh and enjoy it," Chalen- said. "It's like · playing the
should be one of a realistic
audience.
light-hearted nature of the burg said. "I want the au- ditz from high school; it's a the audience will have a new
"Everybody thinks about view of eternity.
"I want them to think, 'If play and cast made it easy to dience to laugh and have a more extreme version of my outlook on life.
living a good enough life,~'
· "I want them to undergood time. That was my goal personality."
Keese said. "It will be very it's anything like that, that's direct.
Freshman Kenny Dolinger stand life isn't to be lived
personal to people watching. not where I want to be,"' Ed- . . "There is a-stiff-shirr mar: - ·from the beginning."
Sophomore Jordan Rous- plays Quimby, who Dolinger in a rush but rather is to be
Everyone cin relate to one of mison said. "It's not a 'pretty ried to a free-spirited lady, a
story, not a fun story to telli man who feels 'like he has to seau plays Professor Michael said "just wants tO be loved." enjoyed and treasured," Bristhe characters."
Keese said he hopes the and [they're] not easy charac- look professional, three old Parker who tries to impress Dolinger said the role was coe said.
MELISSA MCDONALD
assistant copy editor

Career Fair
job opportunities for teachers, administrators,

professionals and support staff.
Saturday, February 17

..

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Kirkpatrick Phml, 5th Floor
(lntersectimz of1-630and1-430 at Shackleford Road and
Financial Centre Parkway)

.UttleRock
Take advantage of Pulaski County Special School District's
first-ever Careet Fair. Don't miss this opportunity tO learn more
about available jobs in rewarding education and
education-related poSitions.

• Certified Teachers
• Substitute Teachers
• Administrators
• Para Professionals
• Adult Education Staff
•·Transportation Staff
· • Food,Service and Custodial Staff

,.

Positions available in all categories. On-site screening
interviews will be conducted. For more information, contact
Human Resources at 490-2000;

·-·
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HU Hosts Storm Class
JEREMY WATSON
student reporter
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Harding will be hosting a
free, three-hour storm spotting class that is open to the
public. Feb. 12 at 7 p.m. in
the Reynolds Recital Hall. It
will be taught by John Robinson, the Warning Coordination Meteorologist at the Little Rock office of the National
Weather SerVice.
The class will teach how to
identify ~ever~ weather and
how and when to report it to
the National Weather Service.
Wayne Westerholm, of
Public Safety, is in charge
of their training program.
Westerholm .• said the class
teaches citizens how to be the
eyes of the National Weather
Service.
Participants will be certified as storm spotters with
the National Weather Service
and will receive a wallet-sized
card with j nformation on
storms and- q:mtact information for the N ational Weather
Service so they cap report
severe weather.. The certification is valid nationwide. The
records are at the Little Rock
branch and will need to be
transferred, but the National
Weather .Service will send the
necessary paperwork to the
proper branch upon request.
This is the second time
the class has been held on the
Harding campus. The National Weather Service offers one

.class per county, and Harding
tries to host. it once e¥ery two
-yclftS: 1rrh'e hist 'd*s ~d''T45
people in attendar18!~ rlHlkr-Hg
it one of the largest classes in
the state.
Westerholm said they hope
to have more people this year
and he encourages everyone
to come to this class because
storm spotters are important
to the National Weather Service.
"With the technologies we
have today, it's really great:
they can look at a storm system, they can see the radar,
they can see rotation in the
clouds, but they can't see
whether that rotation is still
up in the air and just in the
clouds or whether it's down
on the ground;" Westerholm
said.
"It really helps when they've
got people on the ground saying, 'We do have one on the
ground, it's this size, it's doing
this much damage' and that
way they can get"an idea of exactly where it is, which direction it's heading and whether
br not law enforcement and
communities up ahead really need to be taking precautions."
The National Weather Service wants people to realize
that storm chasing and storm
spotting are not the same
thing. Both Public Safety and
the National Weather Service
strongly discourage chasing
storms. Because of the num-

Pulaski County Special ~h0o1· District
925 E. Dixon ~ad • little Rock, Arkansas 72216 • pcssd.org
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ber of hills and the way many
road$ curve, a tornado can be
''V~tytl'Me' td 'a chaser hefore he
or she even notices it. While
still dangerous, storm chasing is much safer in states like
Oklahoma or Kansas where
there are large, flat expai1ses
and straight roads so a chaser
can observe the tornado from
much farther away. The Storm
Center in Oklahoma has said
they will not chase tornadoes
in Arkansas.
Many underestimate the
threat of tornadoes in Searcy
and White County. There
is actually a fairly large danger, Westerholm said. White
County has had 61 recorded
tornadoes since 1952, and
on Jan. 21, 1999, there were
12 tornadoes that touched
ground. One of the worst tornadoes in Arkansas' history
occurred in White County in
1952, killing 50 people and
injuring 325. Nine deaths
and 102 injuries have been recorded in White County since
then.
Westerholm said he encourages everyone to go because it will help them when
they are traveling.
"It's a skill; it's information they can take with them,"
Westerholm said. "The information they learn here could
save their lives. It will. maybe
make them respect the weather a little more, understand it
a little better, and maybe take
it a little more seriously."
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Should Miss
USA Keep

T

ara Connor, 21 ,
currently holds the title
of Miss USA, but does
she really deserve it?
Yes, I do believe, for
the most part, that everyone deserves
a second chance, and as a Christian,
it is important to fqrgive, but if we
dismiss this issue, then who knows
what might happen next.
Connor was accused of alcohol
and
drug use as well as sexual
n case you haven't heard,
an entry exists suggests I'm not
indiscretions,
but Donald Trump,
DR. MICHAEL CLAXTON the only one with too much free
both Iwao Takamoto and
the owner of the pageant, instead of
time), I learned of their many
Momofuko Ando died in
giving her his famous ''Apprentice"
nicknames: "Purina student chow,"
January 2007. Mr. Takamoto
"ghetto noodles," "lazy soup," etc.
line "You're fired" he gave her a
passed away at the age of 81
Somehow
the
phrase
"Nectar
of
second chance. Connor recently did
in Los Angeles, while Mr. Ando's
the clods," never caught on. Too
an interview with "Entertainment
death occurred at 96 near Osaka,
obscure, I suppose.
Tonight" and told the reporter she has
Japan. If you don't know who these ·
Also according to Wikipcdia
men are, I will tell you in a minute,
been drinking since she was 14 years
- the online encyclopedia which
"Teach a man to fish, and
but just in case you do recognize
old. Is this who we want as a role
will soon feature a red-letter
you feed him for a lifetime. edition
these pop culture icons, 1111 pause
model to millions of girls today?
for the faithful who believe
a moment so you can pull yourself
During a live press conference
Give him ramen noodles,
everything in it - one popular
together.
Dec.
19, Trump said, "Tara can serve
and you don't have to teach . urban legend claims that a college
Iwao Takamoto was the
as
somebody
more important than
student gave himself scurvy by
him anything."
animator who created Scooby Doo.
Miss
USA.
She
is a great example
eating only ramen noodles for an
A cross between Marmaduke and - - - - - - - - - - - - - for
troubled
people
throughout this
entire year. This is not exactly true.
"just-add-water" noodles in 1958,
Inspector Clouseau, Scooby is
country ... that have problems with
After a little research, I discovered
and now as many as 100 million
the bumbling K-9 detective who
the source of the myth. In 1997
alcohol... problems with life."
customers per day heat cups of
has solved more cases by accident
a student at UCA attempted to
I do see a point to this and
dried cuisine fit for a pauper.
than Barney Fife. When Takamoto
break the record for instant noodle
agree
that she could be a source of
The variety of flavors makes it
worked for the famed Hannadieting, but he had to quit after
encouragement to others who might
possible
to
have
a
different
meal
Barbera studio, he also created
a group of middle school vandals
be struggling
each day of the week, though
characters for "The Flintstones"
broke into his Ford Pinto and stole
with
the
as
part
of
a
healthy
diet,
ramen
and "the Jetsons." Thus his
the entire supply - worth more
same
kind of
noodles aren't. Bue they are cheap
It is easier to
creations spanned the Stone Age
than $8. H e was later overheard
issues,
but
and effortless. I like the tribute
lamenting, "I would have beaten
to the Space Age, with the Age
forgive someone if
isn't Miss
by Lawrence Downs in the Jan. 9
the record, too, if it hadn't been for
of Aquarius thrown in. After all,
they have shown
USA, along
New York Times: "Ramen noodles
those meddling kids."
the popular 70s hie also featured
a difference from
have earned Mr. Ando an eternal
with all of
Anyway, for those in search
Scooby's hippie sidekick Shaggy,
their
past behavior
of
the
ultimate
cheap
date,
it
is
place
in
the
pantheon
of
human
the
other
whose hairstyle and chin fuzz
technically
possible
to
stir
up
a
full
progress.
Teach
a
man
to
fish,
and
main
titles
or
morals ..•
have made an alarming return ~o
helping of ramen noodles for you
you feed him for a lifetime. Give
fashion. Generations of children
such as Miss
and your (soon-to-be-ex) sweetie
him ramen noodles, and you don't
have loved the cowardly Great
America
for
less than 60 cents. Throw in a
have to teach him anything."
Dane, though Mr. Takamoto's
and Miss
DVD of "Scooby Doo 2," and your
It is one of the great ironies
legacy was unfortunately tarnished
Universe,
last date will also be a touching
of college life that students will
by the appearance of Scrappy
supposed
to represent our country
tribute to two unsung shapers of
complain to high heaven about
Doo, whose catch-phrase "Lemme
and
even
the
world, in what it stands
modern life.
cafeteria food and yet will not
at him; I'll splat him," basically
for?
flinch at eating ramen noodles,
summed up how everyone felt
I think it just gets to a certain
which are barely one step above
about Scrappy himself
point
where we need to put our
MICHAELCLAXTON is an assistant professor
garbanzo beans and Scooby snacks
Momofuko Ando, on the
collective
foot down and re-think how
of English and a frequent contributor
in the grand scale of edibility. In
ocher hand, created that collegiate
we
would
like co be represented. Like
to the Bison and may be contacted at
the Wikipedia entry on "Instant
delicacy, the ramen noodle. He
I said, how much further are we going
mclaxto1@harding.edu
noodles" (and the fact that such
came up with the idea of selling
to let things like this go? We already
had a president lie co us on national
television, and we let him stay in
office. So what does this say about us?
In 1983, actress Vanessa Williams
made history by being the first
African-American woman to win
tending Harding
KATIE COZZENS do. Sometimes fatigue and stress
the Miss America title. Then, before
University means a
make being attentive a very tough
her
year of royalty was over, she
ot of different things,
job, and I think the people who
was forced to resign due to som·e
doesn't it? I haven't the
run chapel probably realize that.
scandalous pictures of her that were
pace or motivation
What I find so depressing and
prior to her being crowned Miss
to go into them all, and besides,
discouraging is the daily, blatant
the "H arding experience" varies
America. Connor committed her
lack of respect that so many of
widely fro m person to person,
us seem to show towards chapel,
wrong-doings while she still held
as we all can attest. For now, I
... This is a Christian
which is a time intended for
the title and we were so quick to
just want to focus on the great
praising
God,
whether
we
see
it
forgive
her, but Vanessa Williams was
university that believes in the
"common denominator" chat
that way or not.
forced
to
step down for something
importance of brothers and
the vast majority of us share:
When someone sleeps through
that happened before she was even
sisters in Christ gathering
the inevitability that, on any
chapel half the time, and spends
crowned. I do not think that is fair; if
given morning of school, the
together to praise Goel on a the other half talking to his
Vanessa was not allowed to keep her
average H arding student will find
friends, he is showing everyone
crown, then why is Connor?
daily basis . ..
himself or herself in the Benson
around them that he couldn't
It is easier to forgive someone if
Auditorium fo r chapel.
care less about what's going on
they have shown a difference from
Before I go any farther,
onstage, and he often makes it
words of the song?
their past in their behavior or morals,
I'd better make two things
harder for anyone around him to
I know some of us disagree
but Connor has not had the time
abundantly clear: first, I recognize
pay attention as well. How does
with the concept of chapel, or at
to do so yet. She has been through
and accept that writing this
that set a good example for your
least with the "every school day
a 3 1-day rehabilitation program
column could throw me in the
brothers
and sisters in Christ? In
for as long as you're here" policy
and has vowed to give up her party
way of a great deal of criticism
fact, does it do anyone any good
<;:oncerning it, but the people who
days and start acting like a real Miss
and judgment, and second, I make blow it off day after day have not
at all, including yourself?
USA should. These accusations have
no claims to being the model
I have an older cousin who
yet succeeded in bringing about
led Connor to say that she docs, in
Harding student, in any sense.
graduated from Harding many
any change in the regularity with
fact,
have an "issue" and was quoted
Now, on to business.
which chapel is conducted. Chapel years ago, and she says one of ·
saying, "I would not change my past
Every morning at 9 or I 0
the things she misses most about
is meant to be a good thing for
because it gave me my future."
a.m. we all file into the Benson
her college experience is chapel;
everyone, so far as I can tell.
Hopefully Connor did really learn
Auditorium for chapel because
However, when some random guy I wonder how many people who
from
her stay in rehab and realizes
this is a Christian university
go to Harding now will be saying
in the balcony is yelling so loudly
exactly
how many girls look up to her,
that in the future. Or will they
that believes in the importance
that the attention of the entire
and
maybe
by JtOW she has learned of
be saying how much they miss
of brothers and sisters in Christ
audience is fixed on him instead
the
duties
she
needs to fulfill as Miss
gathering rogecher co praise God
of on the speaker, or when people, that daily 30-minute nap, or their
USA,
none
of
which
include outramorning text-message session? I
on a daily basis, who are blessed
upon coming out of chapel, begin
don't
feel
it
is
my
place
to
give
my
geous
partying
and
drug
use. She
through the fellowship of being
bragging about how great a nap
opinion
on
whether
we
should
has
two
months
until
she
has to pass
among people united together for
time it is, chapel is degraded from
have
to
go
to
chapel
as
much
as
is
not
a
very long
on
the
title,
which
· that purpose. Am I right so far?
a time of worship and praise to the
we
do;
all
I
know
is
that
the
way
time
to
prove
she
deserved
this second
If so, can anyone explain to me
most hollow of formalities. Please
so many people treat chapel now,
chance.
We
will
have
to
wait
and see.
why there is a guy down the row
understand, I know that some
I sometimes find it to be the most
who has fallen asleep while texting days of chapel are better than
depressing part of my day.
on his cell phone, and the three
others, and I certainly don't think
people in front of me are talking
it's right co expect thousands of
LEIGH HUTCHINSONis a guest columnist
so loudly and animatedly chat I
KATIE COUENSis a guest columnist for
young people to go to chapel five
for the Bison and may be contacted at
can't even h~ar anyone around me
the Bison and may be contacted at
days a week and not get tired of
lhutchinson@harding.edu.
singing, much less think about the it every now and then. I certainly
kcozzens@harding.edu
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Love Is In The Air And On The Brain

F

I

..

Oh

Reely?·
Apparently, love may be
more of a sickness than we
thought.
like they did before. It is hard
to concentrate on homework,
sl~ep at night and even alters
time-management skills. They
spend all day thinking of their
special someone, and all of their
energy goes into making that
person happy. Researchers think
this occurs because love is closer
to parts of the brain that lead
to strong drives like hunger and
thirst, rather than just being an
emotional state - like excitement
or affection. The feeling of love
occurs in the area of the brain
that receives large amounts of a
chemical called dopamine. This'
chemical circulates when people
desire something, and studies
show that gamblers and cocaine
users also have high amounts of
this chemical substance.
Apparently, love may be more
of a sickness than we thought. The
next time I scoff at lovebirds on
campus, I will recall that they are
only locking eyes with what their
brain views as a basic need.

Another reason new love is such
a powerful force is because people
fear the dream could suddenly end.
It is not hard to notice what stage
of a relationship a couple is in. Is
the girl curled up on the couch
with sweatpants, her hair awry, and
a bag of potato chips in hand? That
this young lady is secure with her
man and her relationship. People
who are in the sickening stage of
love do everything they can to hide
fault, for fear that the other person
will not accept them. Therefore,
the make-up is.fully applied, the ·
clothes are ironed and daisies are
brought to the door. This need for
acceptance is :l!lother part of love's
relationship with psychological
factors. The next time I mock
the incessant giggling of a giddy
girlfriend, I will remember that
she is only trying to gain her
boyfriend's much-needed approval
(and maybe the joke was actually
funny).
According to the New York
Times, new love involves
"psychologically internalizing" a
lover. This is often why people
must re-thinkwho they are
and what they want to do after
their relationship ends. I, too,
have been guilty of accepting a
boyfriend's opinions, hobbies
and likes as my own. When a
person is dumped, they feel lost
because they are forced to find
who they are without that person.

This is the psychology behind
why people in new relationships
suddenly pick up hobbies and
likes they didn't have before. I
once got frustrated at a friend
who suddenly preferred action
movies over our "chick flick"
nights. It aggravated me that
she had adopted her boyfriend's
taste as her own. When I became
involved in a serious relationship,
however, I soon understood that
emotional longing for common
ground. The next time I feel the
urge to shake my head at a friend
who starts blaring her boyfriend's
music, I will bear in mind that she
has just internalized that person.
All of these studies I have
discussed were taken from
thoroughly examining brain
images of college students who
were in their first weeks or
months of love. It is clear that
love is more than just a topic
for songs and a storyline for
movies - it is a psychological
mysrery. Who needs all this talk
of fate and happily ever after
in the movies? Perhaps Richard
Gere should save movie-goers
two hours and just pull our an
M .R.I. scan to prove his undying
devotion.

ASHTON REELYis the assistant news editor
for the Bison and may be contacted at
areely@harding.edu

Christian· Coaches Minister To Teams

n this day and age it is not
"cool" to be a Christian,
most of the time. At a
time when all wi; hear on
TV and see on the front
cover of magazines are reports
and pictyres of athletes involved ·
in unmentionable scandals, these
people are what most children
and even older people consider
"idols." If you ask any 5-10 yearold-boy what he wants to be when
he grows UH, nine times out of '
I 0 he wili 'S~ 1!?~~f?etball pla.y'~., ·1
r
ball l
Ar h .·,i"KZ .>
root
p ayer, etc. e t ese
pe?ple who we .wo,uld wane our
children to be like.
When I was watching the
Super Bowl, as I would believe
most of you were too, I kept
catching the announcers talk
about how religious both head
coaches Indianapolis' Tony
Dungy, and.Chicago's Lovie •
Smith, were. In fact one of them
said Dungy does not talk louder
than a regular ton~ of voice on
the field, and you wJll never hear
a curse wprd come out of his
mouth. He continued by saying
that FOX ~ante~. him to appear ·
one of their sports shows "The
Best D--- Sports Show perjod"
and he said that was the· o.ne and
only time you would hear that
word in his vocabulary '·
The ream is more like a family,
and if they lose a game they are
afraid of disappointing him not
what harsh lecture they might
receive. Dungy does not use fear
tactics, far different from the
high school coach who is seen
on M1V's reality show "TwoA-Days," and this man is only a
high school coach. My boyfriend
made the comment right before
the game was over about how the

downs, and some hills and valleys, Up to Big Game." In this, he
and just I really thought about the describes the how the Colts
I ,,
same way our team had persevered include Christianity in their
::r
it would be a shame if we 'did not
lives as players. Punter Hun ter
,
win it."
Smith leads a Bible st udy for
·~ <lgi · ··
Mike Freeman wrote, "Notice
players on Monday nights, and
he spoke of God. When he does,
team chaplain Ken Johnson leads
I believe coaches have an ef- no one rolls their eyes. Because
separate sessions for players and
feet on their players, not from· it is Tony Dungy. Because there
staff on Fridays.
.
.
.
.
is nothing but sincerity there
In addition, Dungy and eight
JUSt professing their faith, but and you know he will not talk of or nine assistant coaches take
also in the way they conduct religion and several hours later go turns leading a Bible study that
'
. f.a:. iir'li.'iOc: · • ..
. t has'e a few ski~'r's as 'many people
starts .at 7 a.m. on•Tuesdays,
1
" ·"
'
llui !i• v H~"Of :..lr,rzwn vlls;:iitw.his profeWi · fl:BCI '.l;6'8&'~'c~ 1 ·~\:l:o'fding to the article. On
i '"'
LJ()'( ·11~~
O«
'm.f.1 o ~nl S .th
ld~' 'rf .' d' v·' t ! !, J$ U• d
.. h
h
.
h I
teams were both good Christian .
m1 to epo ters unng
amr ay mg ts, t ere ts a c ape
examples because of how much
: Supe.r Bowl press confer~nce,
service, and the team pray~ before
credit they give God when they
God is the center of my life.
and after every game. Leslie
win a game. . ,
He controls all that I do. I hope
Frazier, special assistant to the
Sure enough, when the game
I don't have to spend my time
head coach and defensive backs
was over and the confetti was
, telling my players I'm a Christian. coach, said coaches also frequently
flying in the air, you could tell
I hope they see it in my life every
pray with one another, invoking
the players were excited but you
day."
God to give them the wisdom to
4id not see any jwriping up and
. Dungy said of Smith, "No
handle assorted challenges, and
down, no high fives, just smiles
profanity, no intimidation, just
Dungy said 20 different coaches
as if they had:accomplished
, :.i helping his guys the best he can,
and players are reading Scripture
something as easy as crossing the
and that's the way I try to do it.
'daily with the hope of finishing
street. When the owner of the
I think it's great tliat we're able
the Bible in a year.
Colts, Jim lrsay, was presented
to show the world not only that
If every coach and every
with the Vince Lombardi Trophy,
African-American coaches can do · player lived their lives in the way
his speech went along the ljnes ,.. it, but Christian coaches can do it Dungy, Smith and their players
·of: "We won-this gaine but ft is~·
ip a w~y that ;we can still win."
do, what would our sporting
due to God and our glory goes to
' · I believe the coaches have an
industry be like? We would
him."
.
effect on their players, not from
want our children to imitate the
I read an afticl~ written by
just professing their faith, but
players and want to live their
also in the way they conduct
lives in accordance with God,
· Mike Freeman describing Dungy's
their lives. John St. Clair, Bears
just as demonstrated. Initially, I
sincerity as a coach. He told.·
offensive cackle said, "In the book intended to watch Super Bowl
a story in which Dungy took
of James, it falks about controlling XLI with the intentions of seeing
what he intended to be a walk
your tongue and Lovie has been
the commercials and the end of
on Sunday morning but turned
able to do all of this without
the game, but I never thought I
out to be a journey because he
cursing." He continued by later
would put this much thought into
got lost. This is what Dungy was
saying, "Everything we do is to
it afterwards. After retrieving this
thinking as he was trying to find
the glory of God; that's why we
information, I am inspired.
his way back to their hotel: "I
are here this week.''
thought about just the journey,
Sean Jensen wrote an article on
where we were and how the Lord
sports.aol.com "Super Coaches
KATYLOWE is a guest columnist for the
Bison and may be contacted at klowe@
had kind of set this up with som e
Put Faith Front and Center:
harding.edu.
struggles, with some ups and
Religion a Hot Topic Leading
KATYLOWE

Gue'st
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Animals Are Pets Not Purses
•

J

e've all seen
pictures of Paris
Hilton's dog.
Admit it. No
matter. how
much you hate that you have, no
matter how like the plague you
avoid ET and VH 1, etc., if you
live on the upperside of a rock,
you've seen Tinkerbell.
What I had thankfully
managed to avoid until this week
was the celebrity-pet wannabe.
I was chagrined on Monday.
I drove to a popular eating
establishment for a late dinner
after my Monday night Bible
class, and there before me
was the utter ludicrousness
and tastelessness of Arkansan
opulence.
A clothed Chihuahua,
approximately the size of my
pinky, was standing in the open
window of a white vehicle. Its
owner was concealed b.y very,

ANDREA THORNTON

the smoking hand is driving' the
At home, my family has a
truck and the Mexican rat dog is
poodle, a traditionally "snobbish"
and classy dog. Therefore,
barking orders into the drive thru
of . . . a Taco Bell.
groomers put bows in her hair
Now, rich people and ugly
and paint her toenails red . When
p ets have a long history together.
she returns from her primping,
-rou might recall Cinderella's
she runs frantic circles around
stepmother and her devilish cat.
the yard rubbing her head
I vaguely remember Dickens'
. against every tree, fence and pile
Miss Havisham having a Persian
of dirt in sight trying to get the
cat named Frou Frau (but I also
bows out. We promptly find new
vaguely remember the Challenger
groomers. The cycle is endless.
explosion in utero). Anything is
Dogs will be dogs. Someday,
forgivable if it has a long history,
this
society will have to accept
especially if this long history
In the meantime, a very
that.
involves wealthy old ladies. But
part of me anticipates
vindictive
bring middle class youngsters into
with great pleasure a picture of
the mix and kill me now.
Rich people have the luxury of Tinkerbell urinating on Ms.
Hilton.
being morons. I demand better
from my fellow commoners. It fs
the responsibility of the middle
classes to be reasonable. So, what
ANDREATHORNTONis the news editor
for the Bison and may be contacted at
lucid person puts clothes on a
dog? They have fur. They get dirty. athornton@harding.edu
They aren't civilized.

ThornY
. Thoughts ..

.

In the meantime, a very
vindicitive part of me anticipates with ·great pleasure a
picture of Tinkerbell urinating
on Ms. Hilton
very (probably illegal) tinted
windows, all save a jeweled hand
holding a cigarette. The hand
would occasionally stroke the pet,
and then tap the ashes from her
cigarette ever so debonairly.
This itself was somewhat
ridiculous and called up images of
Cruella De Vil. However, zoom ·
out and you will find this dark
white vehicle is a Chevy truck,

?a

HEATHER BROWNING

Browning
Points

ASHTON REELY

ebruary is the month
of love. Hallmark sells
millions of cards and
florists are finally able to
save up for that summer
vacation, while Ben and Jerry
graciously supply the ice cream
needed to comfort depressed
singles. As I walk around the
Harding campus, I can't help
pondering the topic. Couples lie
on blankets W1der trees, cuddle on
the swings and stare lovingly into
each other's eyes in front of the
dorm. When curfew approathes,
most act as if they cant survive
until morning. Single girls squeeze
their way through the dorm lobby,
give the couples a sigh of disgust
and retreat to their safe haven.
Th~ir haven of rest is not even
enough, as they try to ignore
the sound of giggling that seeps
through their window. They
wonder: Why does love make
you crazy? Why is there a need
for compulsive phone-calling?
Why do people enter a state of
dementia when the relationship
doesn't last? While contemplating
all these questions, I ran across an ,
article in the New York Times that
opened my eyes to a concept of
love that I had never considered.
Love is more than just a feeling
- it's a psychological process that
has quite an effect on your brain.
When people first fall in love,
they have trouble functioning

• • ~ .• • • - ., - ••• • • 1

No Female
President

Yet, Please

A

time moves closer
and closer to the year
008 and yet another
residential election,
e find one thing a bit
different about those campaigning
than in previous years: a female is
in the mix. Former First Lady and
New York senator Hillary Clinton
has decided she wants to be the one
to make history and become the first
Mrs. President of the United States.
While I strongly feel women are
just as capable as men in most things,
I do not feel women have any business
at this period in time running one
of world's most powerful countries.
Sure, we have come a long way from
the days of]une Cleaver, but the truth
of the matter is, I am not sure this
country, or the world for that matter,
is ready to welcome a female president
with open arms.
After spending my summer in
Europe, I became
-i intimately aware
I do not
that many men
still view women as feel women
nothing more than
a sex object. Many
business
Americans still
at this time
have this mindset,
as sad as it may
running [the
be, and I do not
counfry].
see this changing
anytime in the
near future. Many
men simply feel women are the lesser
of ch e two sexes and sadly, do not take
us as seriously as they take each. other.
While many foreign dignitaries do
not care for President Bush, many still
view him as a powerful world figure. I
am not sure the same level of respect
would be had for a woman.
As a sex, women are typically much
more compassionate than men, and
most possess some son of the "mommy
gene." While this is a wonderful trait
when it comes to raising children, how
well does it match up when it comes
time to send soldiers off to war. As far
as the government is concerned, these
1 men and women who are enlisted in
all branches of the military are simply
soldiers, no different than any other.
However, to many women (and some
men), they are sons, fathers, brothers,
sisters, mothers, daughters and friends.
They have stories and faces and touch
the hearts of those who know them.
I personally feel it would be much
more difficult for a female to make
the decision to send these people, not
soldiers, off to war, knowing some
will never come home. At the present
time, regardless of what anyone may
personally feel about the war in Iraq,
we are still at war. President Bush
made that decision several years ago,
and unfortunately we can not just pick
up and leave. This being said, I am not
sure the timing is right to introduce
the first female president of the United
States to the world
Over the course of this school year,
ic has become painstakingly obvious
to me that many men do not feel
comfortable working for a female.
This ridiculous fact offends me, and
other women, a great deal, but it is
something that we all have just had
to learn to deal with. For hundreds
of years, men have been the head of
everything from their households to
multi-billion dollar companies, and
many of them are reluctant to let
this historical and biblical trend die.
Why would this be any different in
Washington? Sure there are many
legislative members who are female,
but they are still out numbered by
their male counterparts substantially,
and sadly, I am skeptical of how many
of those men would be perfectly fine
with working under a female president,
at least at this point.
I hope that during my lifetime the
world is ready for a Mrs. President of
the United States, and depending on
her political beliefs, I would gladly
support a female candidate. Of course
women are just as smart and talented
as men, and some are even better
leaders, but in order to smoothly
transition from 200 plus years of male
leadership, the timing must be right.

have any

HEATHER BROWNING serves as the editor-in·
chief for the 2006-2007 Bison. She may be
contacted at hbrownin@harding.edu or at
2794471.
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Ann Robertson, art teacher at Harding Academy, works with 7th grade students on a a project. Robertson learned to
write with her left hand after an accident caused her to lose the use of her right hand.

J:eacher Taught New Trick
KATIE DEAR
student reporter

E

veryone has something he or she is
good at, some talent
distinguishing him or
her from th e rest. For some,
this talent may be in sports or
music or art . But imagine ifthat
talent, passion or ability was
taken away. Many would give
up altogether, but some fight
for what they love to do.
Ann Robertson, art teacher
at Harding Academy, faced
this challenge in September
2006 when an accident injured ·
her right arm, caused her to
lose control from her elbow
to her fingers.
Through a series of
operations and physical
therapy, Robertson regained
some use of her fingers, but
her ability to do what she
' loves, to paint , was suddenly
out of the question.
Robertson said she had to
learn to depend on others to
help her do daily tasks. Bill
Robertson, Ann's husband,
said he gladly stepped in
and helped her in any way he
could, even learning to wash
her hair.

"She was very patient with
me, and it was a learning
· experience," Bill Robertson
said. "But we love each other,
and enjoy doing things for
each other so it was just part
of the process."
Still determined to overcome
this tragedy, Robertson said
she decided to teach herself
to be left-handed.
"I started out with writing
that looked like a 5-year-old's,"
Robertson said. "But slowly I
was able to write, and in the
meantime I have gotten really
strong at drawing and sketching
with my left hand."
There were also many
lessons Robertson said she
took from this event.
"This incident gave me a
glimpse of what people have
to deal with who h ave multiple
disabilities," Robertson said.
"There are things I can't do
now, but there are still so many
things that I can still do."
Robertson said she found
a lot of comfort from her
students, co-workers, family
and friends, but especially
from the Bible.
"Ecclesiastes 6:11 taught me
that I had to do my part, I had

to do rehab and I didn't know
if I would ever paint again,"
Robertson said. "I had time off
in which I had hoped to spend
painting, but instead, I was
spending that time learning
how to get a grip and to use
my hand again."
She returned to Harding
Academy where she is back
teaching art classes to the
middle school and high school
students; she said although
she has not recovered 100
percent, her students are very
understanding and helpful as
she continues to recover.
Since the acrident, Robertson
continues to progress in her
healing, but she still has more
operations to face this coming
year. Robertson said she is
determined and God will be
in control of the situ ation,
regardless of the outcome.
Bill Robertson said he also
has faith in his wife and knows
she will succeed in whatever
situation presents itself.
"She is a great example and
has been all the way through
this," Robertston said. "She has
said from the beginning that
God will be glorified through
this incident."
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DANIEL WADE

4th and l
CARSON FANT
student reporter

The Main
Thing

I

Considering junior Rick
Hamilton's fast start as a
H arding Bison, it is hard
to believe he didn't make
his high school varsity
team until his senior year.
Of course, Michael Jordan famously didn't make
his high school team as a
sophomore either.
H amilton was observed
by men's head basketball
coach Jeff Morgan at a
junior college jamboree
when H amilton was a
freshman. Morgan said he
knew Hamilton would be
a good fit for H arding.
"He's one of those kind
of guards we've had in the
past," Morgan said. "To
me, he reminds me of [former Bisons] Edward and
Emmanuel White."
Morgan said Hamilton
has qualities of both players,
being able to play as a point
guard or shooting ~a.
"Even though we haven't
played him at [point
guard] , if we needed to we
could," Morgan said.
Hamilton has also shown
versatility in learning Harding's style of play. At Clarendon College near Amarillo, Texas, Hamilton said
he played in a fast-paced ·
system that emphasized
offense over defense. But
Morgan said Hamilton has
good on-the-ball defense to
go with his scoring ability.
Hamilton is second on
the team in . scoring (10.9
points per game) and threepoint percentage (36 percent).
Junior forward Matt
Hall said Hamilton is a real
asset to the Bison team.
"Rick has done a lot
for us this year," Hall said.
"Not only is he a threat to
shoot; he is also a threat to
get it to the rim and finish.
That's what makes him a
dangerous player."
He has helped the Bi-

sons in other ways as well,
Morgan said.
"He makes good decisions as far as getting to
the basket, and if he draws
all the defense, being able
to find open people," Morgan said. "He sees the floor
))
verywe11.
Hamilton said playing
on a new team is not without difficulties.
"It took awhile," Hamilton said·oflearning to play
in sync with the rest of the
Bisons. "But everything's
coming together."
"You see this a lot with
guys in their first year,"
Morgan said. "As the year
goes on they seem to keep
getting better."
As if press, Hamilton has
started the past six games, ·
all of them in the conference. But even if he is asked
to come off the bench, he
can deliver Morl?an said.
"Whether its coming
off the bench or starting,
he gives us something our
team needed as that somebody who can get to the
basket off the dribble and
either finish a play or find
the open man;' Morgan
said.
Hamilton, a business
management major, saiq he
ever heard of Hard- ~
ing .until he received letters
from the coaching staff during his sophomore season
at Clarendon. The famous
Bison crowds were one reason he came to Harding.
"It helped," Hamilton
said of tlle Rhodes Rowdies. "That's what makes it
worth playing."
While Morgan said
Hamilton. reminds him of
former Bisons, Hamilton
said he models his game on
several players.
"I try to take something
from a lot ofglayers," Hamilton said. I don't really
base my game on just one
player; ifI had to, it would
probably be
Dwayne
Wade."

t started when Colts owner
Jimmy lrsay was holding . it. Then it continued
when head coach Tony Dungy
gripped the silver wonder. And
it didn't stop when MVP quarterback Peyton Manning finally hoisted the glorious Vince
Lombardi Trophy over his head marking the Colts' victory in
Super Bowl XLI. Finally an
honest, unselfish proclamation
of victory giving credit to God
'first, teammates and everyone
else second and self last.
I couldn't believe what I was
hearing. On one of the biggest
stages in professional sports,
while holding the Holy Grail of
professional football, members
of the Colts' organiz.ation from
literally top to bottom made
repeated references to fu.ith and
God getting the credit for their
victory. And it wasn't in namevalue only; it was real.
Tony Dungy came right out
and acknowledged the making
of history; being the first AfricanAmerican coach to win the Super Bowl, but downplayed that
~lishment to bring up a
ore llllportant point: that it was
his faith and living a Christian life
that he valued more. 'We, [Bears
coach Lovie Smith and he], are
more proud ofthat."
You mean to tell me that living your faith makes you more
proud than winning the Super
Bowl?More proud than winning
the Super Bowl as the first African-American head coach? What
better way to show his faith as
literally millions watched on n~
tional television. He used his circumstances to share his faith with
others. Man, there has to be a devotional somewhere in that.
Manning deflected numerous attempts all evening to place
himself on a pedestal and finally
CRAIG RAINBOLT/The Bison
proclaim himself a winner deJunior
guard
Rick
Hamilton
takes
the
ball
to
the
basket
against
Henderson
State
on
Jan.
20. Hamilton led the
spite critics who had previously
Bisons
with
13 points in the game, and Harding will face Henderson State again on Feb. 17. inAr1<nadelphia, Ark.
dubbed his career incomplete
without a Super Bowl victory.
Every answer he gave had the
same bottom line: team.
It must have been a journalistic nightmare. You ask him how
his performance yielded the big
termen from last year's roster,
win; he repeatedly calls it a "team assistant editor
but
Coach Dr. Patrick Mcvictory." You ask him about keepDifferent
season,
same
reGaha
added six transfers, all
ing his focus during inclement
sults.
of
whom
have received playweather that contributed to the
The
Harding
baseball
ing
time.
Bears' fumbling two snaps; he
Junior third basemen Dare
praises veteran center Jeff Satur- team has started this year
much
Uke
the
2006
season:
Saul
joined the Bisons after
day for perfect snaps all day. You
transferring
from Southern
a
3-1
record
and
a
growing
ask him how he feels about finally
number
of
stolen
bases.
Arkansas.
Saul
currently leads
being labeled a ''winner"; he says
Harding opened 2007 the team with a .500 average
"Everyone did their job."
Nevertheless, it had to be nice with a three-game series and a .722 on-base percentto receive a phone call from the sweep of Evangel before a 6-2 age. Saul tied a school record
President of the United States loss against Gulf South op- with four walks in the seashortly afi:er the game was over ponent Arkansas-Monticello son opener against Evangel.
He reached base safely seven
to congratulate and invite you in a nonconference game.
Last
season,
the
Bisons
reconsecutive
times to open the
to the White House for dinner.
And that ruby red Cadillac XLR lied on bunts and base run- season.
Randall Hunt, a sophoas your MVP present would cer- ning as the team collected a
school-record
of
89
stolen
more
transfer from Santa
tainly come in handy for a drive
Rosa
Community
College,
bases.
to impress the ladies.
The
·
stolen
base
strathas
played
both
the
infield
1hat's all nice and everything,
egy
has
been
in
play
again
season.
and
outfield
this
but that's not Manning. He's
already told the media that he through the very early stages Hunt started three games
vowed to use this experience to of 2007. Though the Bisons with a .300 batting average.
have yet to record a home
Matthew Stevens, a junior
become a better quarterback.
run
or
triple
this
season,
Harfrom College of the
catcher
On a day where the weather
Canyons,
started four games
ding
has
stolen
eight
bases
couldn't have been worse, Manthrough
the
first
four
games.
as
the
designated
hitter.
ning, Dungy and the entire Colts
Adam
Darby
leads
the
team
Daniel
Morgan,
a freshorganiz.arion brought home that
with
three
steals
without
beman
pitcher
from
Lipscomb,
Super Bowl championship for
pitched two scoreless innings
•
everyone who fights through the ing caught.
with
two
strikeouts
in
his
Harding
can
hope
the
simstorm and gives all glory to the
ilarities end when it comes Harding debut.
One who really matters.
The Bisons will return to
to the win-loss record as the
Bisons finished with a 21-28 Jerry Moore Field for a sixDANIEL WADE serves as the sports
CRAIG RAINBOLTrrhe Bison ·
record. The Bisons have not game homestand beginning
editor for the 2006-2007 Bison.
Junior third baseman Dare Saul smacks the ball to center field during a Bison practice Jan. 29. Saul went 5
He may be contacted at wwade@ qualified for the GSC Tour- on Feb. 14 against Lyon at
for 7, scored five runs and reached base on his first seven plate appearances against Evangel last weekend.
harding.edu
nament since 2002.
1 p.m.

!!RY B~~~~~!l Opens Season ·3--1
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SPORTS
Track Team Opens Season.Breaking Records
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY9, 2007

DANIEL¥JADE
sports editor

The Bison track team competed
in the Missouri Southern Stampede in Joplin, Mo. on Feb. 2-3
and brought home four personal
bests and another broken Harding record. ~
Harding freshman Dustin
Hahn broke Harding's indoor
track record for the 60-meter
hurdles finishing with a time of
8.80 seconds.
Freshman Tyler Fleming
increased his mark on the pole
vault and freshman Jake Adison
exceeded his previous long jump
by three inches. Junior Jordan
Conley finished the mile run in
4 minutes, 30.85 seconds, cutting nearly seven seconds off his
old mark.
The Bisons had other top
finishers throughout the weekend
with junior Brian Jones finishing
second in the pole vault and
sophomore James Cheruiyot
also finishing second in the
5,000-meter dash.
Junior Matt White, who
finished two-tenths of a second
behind Hahn in the 60-meter
hurdles, participates in 10 events
in order to prepare him for the
decathlon. White said taking
care of his body is crucial to
being able to compete.
"You have to eat right, sleep
right and train with endurance to
reach your potential," White said
"You aren't allowed to take breaks
over the holidays or else you lose
all you've trained for."
The Bisons began the spring
semester by breaking two Harding records at the Razorback
Invitational in Fayetteville, Ark.
onJan. 19.
Junior Artur Kern broke the
Harding record for the 3,000meter dash by finishing with a
time of 8 minutes, 6.69 seconds.

Therecordwashddpreviouslyby
teammate junior Julius Kosgei.
White broke his own Harding
record by finishing with 4,519
points in the heptathlon.
White said progress has given
him a push to excel.
"The progress so far this
year has encouraged me and
given me confidence," White
said. "I know if I continue to
· work hard then I can achieve
the goals I've set for myself this
season."
Sophomore Cole Sessions
competes in the 400-meter
dash, the 4x400 meter relay
and the distance medley relay.
Sessions said regardless of all
the different events being run,
he still gains valuable support
from his teammates.
"When you train with
someone every day, you support
that person and want them to
succeed and do well," Sessions
said. "Every point earned comes
together to help represent the
team as a whole."
Regardless of the individual
nature of track, Sessions said it
helps to have that team feel and
to support everyone involved.
A new season brings new
obstacles for the Bison track
team. White said being older
decreases the nerves of com-

. ..

THE BISON

petition and now leaves the
challenge of reaching full
potential.
"This is the year to put all
the form and technical challenges I've been learning for
the past two years to good
use," White said. "In other
years, getting a good score has
· eluded me because of injury
or one tough event. This year
will be different."
Both Sessions and White
said they have the team goal
to win conference for the
Bisons but also have personal
goals to be All-Americans in
their respective events and to
qualify for Nationals.
The Bison track team
opened its indoor season by
competing in the Arkansas
State University KickoffK!assic indoor track meet Dec. 1.
Hardingfi:eshmanFrankBolling
placed first in the 800-meter dash,
and three other- Bison runners
finished 13th, 17th and 18th
in the 400-meter dash.
White ran a personal best
in the 55-meter hurdles and
Jones placed sixth in the pole
vault clearing 15 feet.
The Bison track team travels
to Fayetteville, Ark. this weekend to compete in the Tyson
Invitational.

,
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Sophomore distance runner Janee Jones prepares for the mile run in the Tyson Invitational this weekend.
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Sophomores Phillip LeMar, Drew McCullough, freshman Derrick Gage and junior Randy Jimenez huddle in the "scrum" during practice.

Rugby Players Await Approval To Become Club Team
JACOB SPILLMAN
student reporter

The newly-formed rugby team
is in the process of becoming
an official team recognized by
Harding.
Sophomores Adam Packer and
Chris Brownlow are founders
of the team and currently await
approval by the faculty board to
complete the school's necessary
requirements. Once requirements
are met, the rugby ream will full into
the same category as the lacrosse

and ultimate Frisbee teams.
Brownlow and Parker said
they decided to start the team as a
result oftheir common interest in
the game and their enjoyment of
the time they spent in their room
watching rugby matChes. They
started a Facebook group and
began playing pick-up games in
order to raise interest in the sport
and teach its basics.
Meanwhile, P-arker and Brownlow met graduate student Ronald
Msiska, a funner probonal rugby
· player for the Zimbabwe national
team. Msiska was recruited by
Harding to play on the football

team, though he has never played coming to Harding.
a game of football ever. Due to
Ar.this time the team onlyhas one
NCAA regulations, Msiska can sponsor, Detailed Design, but they
neither coach nor play on the team. are working on a second one.
Msiska has, however, volunteered
Because Harding does not
his time and knowledge of the have a regulation sized rugby
game to aid the in development field, called a pitch, the team
of the team. Parker said Msiska will be traveling to play all of its
helps by instructing the team and games next spring. They will be
running drills during practice.
playing mainly Division I schools
"[Ronald] is an amazing guy," such as Arkansas State, Tennessee
Brownle~ said. "He is helping · and Vanderbilt.
the team learn the basics of the . Parker said he compares the
game and helping us condition game of rugby to a mixture of
?ill bodie;: to be prepared to play football and soccer. It is a fastthe game.
paced game consisting of two
Sophomore John Stewart said 40-minute halves. Fifteen playpractices consist of conditioning ers from each team on the field
and fundamentals right now.
start the game. The object of the
Brownlow said the team is game is to score the most points,
looking remarkable fur having only which can be done by scoring
three weeks of formal practices, tries and conversions, rugby's
showing the most improvement equivalent of the touchdown
in ball handling and learning the and extra point.
roles of each position.
Players can also score by kicking
According to Parker, the team a drop goal, similar to a fidd goal,
currently has about 25 members. at any point during the game,
Some of the members played and kicking the ball through the
organized rugby while in high uprights after some penalties. The
school, and two members from ball moves by passing and kickAustralia played the sport before ing. The ball may only be passed

backward, however, like a lateral
pass in football, but players may
kick the ball forwatd to improve
their position on the field, or as a
defense to get the ball away from
the goal they are protecting.
Another similarity to football is
that pla)-m attempt to improvt: their
position on the field by running
with the ball and the defense tries
to tackle this player; the difference
is, however, no one is wearing any
pads. Hittingwithout pads is what
both Parker and Stewart said was
their favorite part ofthe game.
Stewart said the one word in his
mind that describes the game of
rugby was "intense."
The rugby team meets on
Saturdays at 1 p.m. at Industrial
Park to play pick-up games. Parker
said he invites anyone interested
in playing to come out.

Visit
harding rugby.com
"
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Shinless No More

is beautifully orchestrated
and memorable, making it
an appropriate closer for a
record that often emphasizes
t's been three long
texture over form.
years since The Shins'
Overall, I didn't like The
2003 "Chutes Too
Narrow" was released.
Shins' new release, but my
As Natalie Portman in
opinion has little to do with
the album itself and more
"Garden State," Shins' muto do with my personal
sic will "change your life." I
Away's" lead track, "Sleepvendetta against change.
agree with her t o an extent
ing Lessons" builds from
Coincidentally, I expected
· - "Chutes Too Narrow"
acoustic guitar strums to
backlash on this album for
didn't necessarily change
full-on rock. While slick and three reasons. One, no fan
my life - but it's one of my
robust production doesn't
wants to wait three years
favorite albums to date. So
flatter much of the record,
for a new release unless it is
I was happy to purchase
it works well as a counter"Wincing the Night Away,"
an unforgettable, incontestpoint to the song's quiet
able masterpiece. Two, old
the new one from The
moments. "Australia" is a
Shins, which appeared on
Shins fans will be slightly
peppy rocker in the spirit
irritated with the number
shelves Jan. 23, ending the
of "Chutes"' best, elevated
of new Shins fan that the
Shin-less stint.
by a newfound confidence
hit movie "Garden State"
"Wincing the Night
and expressive range in lead
incited. And three, l would
Away" may sound differsinger James Mercer's voice. imagine the Garden Staters
ent to a Shins fan on a first
Single "Phantom Limb"
won't think too much of the
listen, but listen to it again.
itches
the best melody since stylistic change between the
All the elements are there:
"Oh, Inverted World's"
two albums.
eccentric melodies alongside
"Caring is Creepy."
Still, it's a time-honored
pop-hooks with creative l}'r- •
. With the exception of
tradition to applaud bands
ics. But The Shins added a
the outstanding "Red Rabnew element - experimenfor attempting to develop
bits," the more noticeable
tal synthetics and atmoand expand their musicianaesthetic departures on
ship. Not too long ago, I was
spherics. I personally don't
"Wincing the Night Away"
praising This Day & Age
care for it and have written
don't fare as well. "Sea
it off as a well-executed atfor taking a different spin
Legs" has a synthesized
on their new release Oddly
tempt to produce something
drum beat and, dare I say,
enough, This Day & Age
out of the ordinary.
mediocre arrangement,
called it quits not too long
The Portland, Ore.,
which reminds me of the
after their second release).
quartet's 2001 debut, "Oh,
unfortunate songs that
And The Shins have the
Inverted World," and the
could be blamed for the •
ability and undying fan base
follow-up "Chutes Too Narto take their music in many
row" two years later, helped downfall of a great band.
"Spilt Needles" has a strong directions with great success.
define the new millennial
chorus but it comes off as
But it's hard not to notice
revolution reversing the
safe and typical.
roles of indie and major
that the common tracks on
The album finishes
"Wincing the Night Away"
labels. "Wincing the Night
strong: "Girl Sailor" surAway" makes both albums
are the most rewarding. In
passes "Phantom Limb" in
sound like fledgling potenmany cases, the album's
lyrics and overall structure,
more experimental touches
tial. Echoing the contrast
making it a likely contender
seem at odds with the natuof"Chutes Too Narrow"
for the album's second
ral elegance of Mercer's song
opener "Kissing the Lipsingle. "A Comet Appears"
writing.
less" to "Wincing the Night
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Talent Show Auditions

KRYSTLE BOISE
student reporter
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Difficulty . .

Difficulty . .

Are you a college student who is looking for:

y

A paid internship opportunity that will stand
out on a resume?

V

A custon1·dcsigned learning curriculum that
wuld earn you college credit?

V

A chance to gain experience with a world·
renowned company and gain transferable
skills?

V

An opportunity to m eet people from around
tt1e world, make lifelong friends, and have fun?

As a part of the Disney College Program at the Walt Disney Workf® Resort near Orlando, FL par·
tic1pants can e~peroence an internship of a lifetime. V1s1t our Web site and discover why the Disney
College Program is an opportunity you iust can't miss!
Viewing a presentation 1s required to be eligible for an interview. Log onto our Web site to view
our presentation schedule and find out when we will be on a campus near you! Scheduling conflict?
Log on and view our online E·Prcsentation
http://wdwcollegeprogramecard.com/epresentation/!
~ · Drawing Creativity from Diversity · COisne)'060525701

JONATHAN LINDSAY!The Bison
Senior David Condolora performs with his band, Goodbye Design in the talent show auditions.
Students presented various acts Feb. 6 in the Benson Auditorium in front of an audience of their
peers, who decided which talents would go on to COJlpete in the Talent Show.

Smith Gives Fresh Perfomance
steel jaw and a fixed smile
on their face, even when
they are crushed inside.
Smith was fantastic in that
ince I am somehe enabled his character
one who is overly
to navigate emotionally as
concerned with
well as physically through
spelling accuracy,
different situations.
the title of Will Smith's new
Smith is up for the Acadmovie initially bothered
emy Award as best actor
me. However, being a fan
for this film, an award I
of Smith from previous
feel is very much deserved.
movies like "Men In Black," By taking on this type of
"Batl Boys II" anci "Hitch,"
role, Smith has evolved
I ~ecided I could put aside
even further in his ability
the rules of grammar to see as an actor to play roles
"The Pursuit of Happyness" requiring a large amount of
- the movie everyone was
versatility. Any Smith fan
raving about. What I found
is familiar with his humor
was an emotionfil film that
and charm. "The Pur ui qj
mettle me ~uesti'on soml ar- Happyness" adds to ~.mith's
eas of myself' and made me
acting range by showing
sympathetic to the plight of moviegoers his emotionally
the determined.
driven side.
I was very impressed, to
The deep emotion and
say the least. Smith takes
intensity that characterize
the lead role in this story
Smith's acting in this film
about a man, Chris Gardcould have easily come
ner, who works his way
from·the fact that in the
up the ladder of success in
movie, Smith's biological
order to build a better life
child, J aden, plays the role
for himself and his son.
of Gardner's son. I am sure
Based closely on the details Gardner's story came to
of the real Chris Gardner's
life for the actor each time
life, Smith displays several
Smith looked at Jaden. The
admirable character traits.
obvious emotional conAfter trudging through few
nection is visible in almost
successes and many failures every interaction between
in a dead-end sales job,
the two in the film. Jaden
Smith's character applies
also did a phenomenal job
for an internship at a stock- of portraying accurately
broker firm in hopes of
the emotional aspect of the
moving up in the business
situations in Gardner's life.
world. Optimism, deterOne scene in particular
mination and hard work
displays this well: Smith
chara~terize Gardner's life.
and Jaden return late one
I felt Smith did a nice
night to the motel room
job of showing that even in
they have been living in,
the difficult times of life, a
only to find they have been
smile and a positive attievict ed for failure to pay
tude can go a long way. My
rent. Their belongings are
favorite aspect of Smith's
in boxes and bags outside
character was his ability to
the locked door. Smith is
let emotion play an effective obviously deeply troubled,
role in his life. When faced
but he picks up what he
with tough situations and
can carry and starts walkalmost impossible goals,
ing. Jaden throws a fit and
many people try to bottle
lies on the ground kicking
up their feelings and keep a and screaming. To me, ·t his
KINSEY SMITH
student reporter

S

scene captures the emotion
behind the story of Chris
Gardner by portraying what
must have been one of the
most difficult things for
Gardner to deal with: putting his son through all of
his hardship.
Along with Smith and
Jaden, the rest of the cast of
"The Pursuit of Happyness"
was very convincing. One
of my favorite scenes in the
movie is at the service at
the church that owns the
housing Smith and J aden
stayed in some nights.
Hundreds and hundreds
of homeless, dirty, tired,
P. of, downtrodden people
are swaying to the piano
and singing. Some have
lifted hands and others
closed eyes, but the scene
is powerful because each
character .is sincere.
This film leaves questions with the viewers,
which is the greatest thing
about it. What am I doing
with my life? Where am I
going? Am I making good
decisions? How hard would
I work and how long would
I wait and how much would
I put up with in order to
advance myself? With
heart-wrenching scenes
and the emotional relationship between Smith and his
son present in almost every
scene, I give this movie a 10
out of 10.

ed2go
Learn at home with online courses
Courses start each month

How do online classes work?
All courses begin on Wednesday and run for
six weeks. Each course consists of 12 lessons
and can be accessed over the Internet at any
time of day or night. All courses require Internet
access, e-mail, and a Netscape or Internet
Explorer Web browser.
How do I register to take on line classes?
1. Go to www.ed2go.com/hardingu and complete
the registration process.
2. Attend required orientation for your course. At
the Web site, click on the .link "orientation.
':t The day your course begins, click the
"classroom" link and then log in with the
information you provided in orientation.

Hundreds of courses to choose from!
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What
Of It?

Break From Breaks

F

Senior Ashlee Smith and junior Lacy Smith observe senior art majors' exhibits. The art gallery featured different seniors' collection of
works each week and was opened to the public for.viewing.
"

All Hail, "'Ihe Queen" Reigns
JORDAN DYNIEWSKI
student reporter

T

he British film,
"The Queen" is a
captivating movie,
which reminds
audiences once again of
the tragic death of Princess
Diana.
Nominated under the
category of best picture for
the 79th Annual Academy
Awards, this film is truly
brilliant as it explores from
~ an insider's perspective the
Aug. 31, 1997 death of the
world's most beloved princess, Lady Diana Spencer.
Even 10 years removed
from the incident, it is easy
to remember the overwhelming impact this news
had on the entire world,
and the film do~s it justice.
While not being loaded
down with in-your-face action sequences or high-tech
"movie magic," this movie
takes the audience inside
the monarchy and government of Great Britain to

show a different side of the
story. Surprisingly, as the
film depicts, not everyone
in the British monarchy
had such remorseful feelings towards the princess'
death. According to the
movie, because of conflicts
between the Royal Family
and Princess Diana, it took
much encouragement by
Prime Minister Tony Blair
to get Queen Elizabeth II
to mclke any sort of formal,
public appearance.
Helen Mirren, who was
nominated for best actress
in a leading role, drives the
movie with her incredible
ability in the role of Queen
Elizabeth II. Mirren, who
most recently was seen in
"Shadowboxer" and "The
Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy," stars alongside
Michael Sheen as Prime
Minister Blair and James
Cromwell, who plays Prince
Philip.
Picking up just hours
before the tragic car wreck
that ended Princess Diana's
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life, the movie follows
through to the day of her
globally-recognized memorial service. Spanning just
one week, this movie is
packed full of events that
took place within the monarchy, and there is never a
dull moment.
Mirren is truly stunning
as Elizabeth IL We see several different dynamics in
her as she evokes a certain
fearlessness despite her
failing reputation with the
public, specifically the English public. Furthermore,
she stands firm against
the governmental pressures from Blair. However,
despite wanting to hate her
for her lack of response
when the world needed to
be comforted by an iconic
figure, it is easy to see her
dilemma in human terms.
Perhaps the most unexpected aspect of the film
is that it never dwells on
who was truly responsible
for her death, a question
that is nearly unanimously
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answered "the paparazzi."
Much to the contrary,
the film focuses on the
struggles within the Royal
Family about how to best
respond to the public and
save their reputation in
light of the Queen's restrained reaction to the
events.Furthermore, the
audience gets to see Blair
and how he handled the
events in light of being
newly elected to office.
The movie has a somewhat vintage feel, combining new "Hollywood"
footage with actual news
coverage during those
dreary days. Furthermore,
some of the actual speeches
presented by prominent
world figures, such as the
then-President Bill Clinton,
are included giving the
movie a unique blend of old
and new footage.
Just as this film was
not spoken ofloudly in
the media, it will surely be
the quiet contender in this
year's Oscar race.

ootball is not the
most entertaining
sport ever to grace
the airwaves, but
for some reason, millions
are hooked. Don't misunderstand, I'm not the type
of girl that never watched
it and said she dislik~d it. I
gave it a fair chance; it just
never clicked with me. In
fact, my brother made several attempts while we were
growing up to get me to
throw the football with him.
Once he saw that I could
only throw it approximately
five feet he eventually gave
up. It's not to say that I despise the sport altogether;
the terms simply go right
over my head, and I end
up changing the channel as
soon as the green turf appears on the screen.
When the Super Bowl
made its annual appearance last week, I slightly
cringed. I knew inevitably
eveIYone would want to
watch, and while I realize
I had the option of staying
in my room and progressing through my studies, I
thought I would rather be
a bit social. Suck it up and
go watch the game. The one
incentive was the famous
commercials.
Theoretically, this is the
one time of the year when
viewers look forward to
the breaks in the regularly
scheduled program and
laugh until it hurts with
hysterical commercials.
Right? Well, that was the
presumption I had but was
thoroughly disappointed. I
sat through the typical clips
of guys acting like guys and
women flaunting themselves in hopes that some
poor, mindless soul will
buy that particular product
all because the person (or
people) on the screen told
them to. Wow, how original.
And these companies
paid $2.4 million per ad
according to a Feb. 4 article
on CNNMoney.com. If a
company is going to go
through the trouble of paying that much money for 30
seconds of airtime, surely
they can come up with
something better than some
schmuck so obsessed with

"Theoretically, this is the one
time the year when viewers
look forward to the breaks
in the regularly scheduled
program and laugh until
it hurts with hysterical
commercials."

his bag of Doritos and a girl
that he crashes his car. That
isn't funny television; that's
just lazy.
Coca Cola gave me
mixed feelings. On one
hand they presented this
historical tribute to Black
History Month, which was
well-thought out and not
cheesy at all. I did wonder
what it had to do with Coke,
though. Then, on the other
hand, Coke puts out this
video game commercial
where I'm half-expecting
Play Station 3 to pop up at
anytime.
In the midst of my rants,
I did trip over one or two
commercials with some
creative elements to them.
I was pleased to see the
return of the pet shop to
Blockbuster ads. Why the
thought of talking animals
locked up in a store is so
amusing is beyond me. All I
know is it works. Taco Bell's
courage to put themselves
out there after the recent
blip with their green onions
impressed rne. The lions
chatting among themselves
while staking out a campsite were rather humorous.
I commend them for their
excellent recovery time.
Not many others caught
my attention. I may have let
out a "Ha" here and there
but nothing else worth
noting. The halftime show
wasn't a thrill either. I do
enjoy a Prince song every
now and again, but is it really necessary to sing a hit
from 1990 to be sung in the
year 2007, especially in a
bright blue suit? Let's just
be honest; it was a painful
show to watch.
For all those who enjoy
football, I guess the day ·
wasn't completely shot.
From what I actually saw
of the game, it appeared to
be close for a while. For the
rest of us who were desperately hoping for some
comic relief, well ... at least
the company was enjoyable.
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Open House
6-8 p.m.
Graduate, Cone and
West Apartments

A crazy

little ring

called love
Marry her with
the diamond that says
your love for her
is certifiable.

fine jewelry • gemologist
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